This section explains the different primary care clinical system resources and how they can be implemented.

The section hosts the downloadable Primary Care Clinical System Resources and Instruction Guides.

Search results uploaded in this section can be baseline and follow-up reports.

Interactive slideshow showing an example of a practice's report created by uploading the search results, as detailed by the process flowcharts above.

Practice reports (baseline and follow-up) can be downloaded using the link on the right-hand side.

Instruction guide provides details on creating the upload file and accessing patients for review.

The validated search results pop-up while the “Search Results” Practice reports (baseline and follow-up) can be reviewed by selecting the link on the right-hand side.

Practice Activity Table

Title: Interactively navigate to quickly jump to different sections of page

Video overview of Severe Asthma in Primary Care and the benefits of SPECTRA in identifying, optimising and referring patients to Severe Asthma Centres.

Another link to quickly jump to different sections of page.
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